The threshold trip duration for which recovery is no longer possible is associated with strength and reaction time.
The recovery of young adults from trips of increasing severity was studied. Our null hypothesis was that lower extremity strength, and reaction time, step time, step distance and step velocity measured in a volitional stepping task would not explain a significant portion of the variance in the magnitude of the threshold trip duration for which recovery is no longer possible. Ten males and 11 females (average age 26.8 and 28.4 years old, respectively) were subjected to trips of increasing duration until recovery was no longer possible with a single step. The average threshold trip duration for which subjects were no longer able to recover with a single step was 681+/-169ms. The threshold trip duration significantly increased as lower extremity strength increased and volitional reaction time decreased (multiple stepwise linear regression: R(2)=0.52, p=0.001). The other volitional step parameters and the subject characteristics were not significantly associated with the magnitude of the threshold trip duration. These results suggest that some trip-related falls may be due to slower reaction times and/or reduced lower extremity strengths.